No. 839/PA-ITA-Peshawar.

To

The Provincial Coordinator,
ITA/ASER Pakistan
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa- Peshawar.

Subject: Review of material “Learning for Access Chaloo Parho Barho Program”

Memo:

Please refer to the subject cited above and find the details of review of learning materials/teacher guides and training manuals of CPB program as under:

1. Urdu/English/Math: the material was consisting of 3 different books (learning material for students, teacher guide, training manual).
2. The following core issues were found and dully rectified and or revised.
   a. Content errors.
   b. Grammatical errors.
   c. Designing and layout errors (Font size, line spacing and heading etc.)
   d. Addition and deletion of materials.
3. The changes were made in hard in 1st attempt. The proposed changes dully incorporated by ITA were shared again with PITE.
4. The PITE reviewers team again checked the revised version and finalized the materials for onward submission to DCTE (directly by ITA) for final review and approval.

[Signature]
Director
PITE-Peshawar.

Copy for information to the:
1. Reviewers team.

[Signature]
Director
PITE-Peshawar.